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Stella Presents .... ''The Cookbook'' Mary Lynas 

On October 24th the Hall at Stella Maris 
was transformed into a first class restaurant, 
complete with flowers, balloons, candlelight, a 
background of piano music provided by Lucy 
Egger (School Captain 1990), and ninety happy 
diners. The occasion - a four course dinner, 
held to mark the launch of our first ever 
Cookbook by Mr Peter Doyle, well known 
seafood restaurateur, who graciously attended 
with his wife, Jean. Mr Neville Coldspring, the 
present P & F President, acted as Master of 
Ceremonies. 

Marilyn Griffin and her team of P & F 
socia·I committee ladies, cooked an excellent 
meal with all dishes being recipes taken from 
the book. Patricia Leslie (Library Assistant) 
prepared beautiful flower arrangements and 
students became very efficient waitresses for 
the evening. Mr Sid Robinson helped 
untiringly through the day, to set up the hall, 
cook, serve and clean up afterwards! The Hall 
was decorated with paintings provided by Miss 
Bardsley's talented art classes. It was truly a 
wonderful evening. 

During the seven years in which I have 
worked here at Stella Maris, there have been 
many occasions where one was asked to "bring 
a plate", be it Parents and Friends' functions, 
staff lunches, graduation suppers or the like. At 
almost every event, the variety and quality of 
"plates" that arrived was excellent, so much so 
that people began asking for recipes, and it 
became apparent that there were some 
excellent cooks among parents and staff who 
might be willing to put their favourite recipe in 
a book. 

As Stella Maris has never compiled a 
recipe book before, to my knowledge, we 
thought it was time we tapped into this wealth 
of culinary talent. In order to put this book 
together, it has taken ten months of very 
pleasurable work by a team of eight dedicated 
staff members who made up the different fields 
of expertise necessary to perform this task. 

There was a competition run throughout 
the school to design our Cookbook cover and 
we are delighted with the result, the work of a 
very talented young lady in Year 9, Catherine 
Lock. 

The finished product has exceeded our 
expectations both in the quality and variety of 
recipes submitted and the wonderful artwork 
provided by students to embellish our pages. 
We received a broad cross-section of recipes, 
from "Elephant Stew" to "Brandy Eggnog", and 

have printed almost every recipe submitted. The 
range is excellent. We did not receive three 
hundred recipes on how to devil kidneys or cook 
broccoli! 

Our thanks to the dedicated team who spent 
many hours organising the many details 
involved in producing this publication. This 
team consisted of J... B....., Shirley Connolly, Chris 
Hicks, Deborah Hyde, Vicky Ho kin, Mary Lynas, 
Carolyn Metcalfe, June Wheaton. 

The funds raised are all being used to 
update the library resources so the whole school 
community will benefit. 
















































































































